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: statement

Sayaka Ohata is an internationally active artist based in Tokyo and Paris. 
Employing many forms and formats, my works favor material and procedural 
heterogeneity. I try to develop an art, understand as a process, on the 
threshold between daily and aesthetic experiences.

I was graduated in media art at the Tama University in Tokyo (with Seiko 
Mikami and Yukiko Shikata) before moving to France to enlarge my artistic 
approach in Beaux-Arts (with Matthieu Laurette). 

In general, my way to deal with art has more to do with a mis-en-scene 
or a staging than making objects in a strict sense. First I create “events”, 
and then I (re-)use this “encounters” as artifacts to work with them 
(transform them). I like to negotiate with things witch are present around 
me. Often my experimental explorations and artistic practices question 
relations of body, social and information.

As a recent side project, I am also part of an artistic collaboration (M-O) 
which investigates space explorations through aberrant movements. 



speech bubbles
2015

#installation

#video, ping-pong machine, ping-pong balls, tablewear

:works 2011-2015



audace I + II
2014

#installation

# video, ping-pong ball, aquarium
“audace I”  video https://vimeo.com/110068767



inner dance
2014

#video
# 7inc monitor

video https://vimeo.com/85598325



something follows me
2014-

#video, performance



: project “white”

La passante
2013

# chemise blanche, rail, moteur
l:1.8m h:2.5m (dimention variable)
     video  https://vimeo.com/85598325

In_between
2013

# white shirt, motor, rail



hinterland
2015

#painting without painting

#inspiration: birch trees



l:7m h:2.8m (dimention variable)

#  sheer fabric, black ink, gutter

 Mer
2012



l:1.5m h:2m p:1.5m  (dimention variable)
video https://vimeo.com/85596728

 Balloons
2012



cama-icons
2011

# tea cup, tea spoon
l:250mm h:250mm (each image) 

cama-icons
2011

# tasse, cuiller
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video https://vimeo.com/m/22257051

 Codex
2011

interctive art

#  hair, barcode reader, speaker
#  workshop “cutting for memory” @ incheon art platform, south korea,2015



« SPEECH BUBBLES / 2015 / Installation » is an experimental space of dialogues. The artist installs videos with “click of tongue” sounds and a ping-pong machine 
which throws out ping-pong-balls : coming into the world is a coming into language. The exhibition space becomes a platform of hospitality and exchange. The 
audience will be invited to become by playing ping-pong-ball empathetic participants, which experience the work as research of narratives and witch are at the same 
time a part of it.

« AUDACE I+II / 2014 / Video Installation » explores the discovery of new horizons. The artist is interested in a phenomenon that she call “inernal sense”. In the microcosm 
of a small fish, found in the museum of immigration at Paris (Porte Dorée), the artist creates a scenario : audacity begins in a state of weakness, of vulnerability; it is the 
urge to react, to creating. Interested in this curious silent force which push our imagination to act, this work explores the poetic point that opens to another universes 
questioning the distinction between nature and artificial worlds. The video takes place on a Desktop : the place were production/creation beginns.

« INNER DANCE / 2014 / Video Installation » is a video in a mobile phone that shows a repeated extract of a performance. It’s an exploration of a space, more 
precisely of the “milieu” between two which makes more than one is one. The clip shows two people dancing and moving their bodies spontaneously without 
thinking. These two people dance together as close as possible but without touching. The artist is interested in the moment when the creator and what is created are 
one. When subject and object become one, the space is transformed to a complex human space, that becomes an imagined story of relations under the question of 
a non-parallel evolution of two beings who have nothing whatsoever to do with each other: why we are going to meet someone?

« SOMETHING FOLLOW ME / 2014 / Video » is a video performance of a space exploration. It is a work in progress: We throw a ball and film this action. A person takes exactly the same 
way of the ball. Then we connect these two films in a revers order. In a mysterious way of precision, someone is followed by a ball. I developed it already in Paris (France), Taipei (Taiwan) 
and in Incheon (South Korea). I am interested in exploration & discovery of invisible spaces, contingency and in the idea that a way is not ephemera, that something follow.

« IN_BETWEEN / 2013 / Installation » is a work on “passage”. Yes / No, On / Off, etc. What is it that is between the chairs? Most of our time we are in a passage in our life: there is 
something undecided, an opening in it. We are white. We are not determined. We still have some space.

« HINTERLAND / 2014 / “Painting” » is a painting without painting. It is an exploration of the invisible land behind the white painting surface of canvas : a land in between. I focused on 
the discovery of new horizons in the media of painting and last but not least because I found that it is beautiful. I think that the term “Hinterland” (“arrière pays”) refers to this area. (The 
work will be extended in a residency at the Serlachius Museum in springtime 2016).

« MER / 2013 / Installation » explores the processes between nature and art. The artist is interested in the ocean: the origin and end of everything. By identifying the white and the 
sea, she invents a surface that can receive and gives birth to something.

« BALLONS / 2013 / Installation » is an ephemeral invention. Between absence and presence is the trace. The trace is a kind of reduction of the presence. In this work, the spectator 
transforms the absence by addressing himself to his imagination. The ephemeral is a dimension of human existence. When the ice melts, the memory retains only the essence: the trace.

« CAMA-ICONS / 2011 / Photograph » is a project that questions the concept of the disposition. Inspired by the Kama Sutra positions, the artist uses two objects, a 
tea cup and a tea spoon. 

« CODEX / 2012 / Interactive Arts » is a “work in progress” project on sharing our memories in code format. We provide personal information to the artificial space 
as the Internet. Our hairs also allow us to determine identity. The artist arranged hairs according to a barcode format and preserved the voices of participants. They 
tell their intimate memories in their native languages. The participants can hear the voices when they read the barcode with a scanner.  These data will continue to 
grow and pass on from generation to generation.

: brief descriptions of each work


